November 2017

Brandon
You said...
1. Issues with off road
motorcycles causing anti
social behaviour in
Lakenheath.
2. Speeding in
Brandon/Lakenheath.

We did...

Inspector Mark Shipton

1. Increased patrols in the area,
engaged with those committing
offences and dealt with
positively.
2. Team carried out speed
enforcement on Weds 8th
November.

Responding to issues in your community
Reports of anti-social behaviour were reported by residents in
Astor Court, Brandon. Officers gathered information and along
with housing providers two CPNWL's were issued to a couple of
local residents in relation to their behaviour. Result being if it
continues they will be served with a full notice and further issues
will result in arrest. Further reports have been received of
anti-social behaviour and drugs in the area of the Orchard,
Brandon. Patrols are to be increased and Brandon Parish
Council are to be approached to help solve the problem. In the
interim patrols will be increased and persons found committing
offences will be dealt with accordingly.
Making the community safer
Halloween and Bonfire Night came and went with very few
issues, local officers were out on patrol both nights. They even
managed to engage with some of the youngsters handing out
sweets to the scary little monsters (photos on twitter).
I would like to encourage all members of the public to report
any crime or incident of anti-social behaviour, it may seem
trivial but each piece of information received helps to build the
bigger picture and allows us to focus our attention on it.

Future events
22/10/17 - CPA Stall, Tesco's
Brandon, 1000 - 1130 hrs.
23/10/17 - CPA Stall, Market
Hill, Brandon, 0900 - 1130hrs.
03/12/17 - Christmas event,
Brandon, 1500 - 1830 hrs.
05/12/17 - CPA Stall, Tesco's
Brandon, 1000 - 1130 hrs.

If you require more detailed information on crime & anti-soical
figures they are available from the website www.police.uk.
Sergeant 1648 Duncan
101

Brandon.snt@suffolk.pnn.police.uk
@ForesthPolice

Preventing, Reducing and Solving Crime and ASB
’We have spoken to you a lot about the changing demands we are facing in policing our
communities and keeping you safe. In order to keep you updated and to help you understand
the demands that we are dealing with on a regular basis, we have developed a focused section
as part of this newsletter highlighting the demands at both your SNT and force level across a
typical week. This information provides you with the context in which your local teams are
currently working. We hope that you find this helpful and informative.’ ACC Kearton, Local
Policing.

This SNT covers the following parishes
Beck Row, Brandon, Elvedon, Eriswell, Lakenheath, Santon Downham, West Row.

INCOMING
DEMAND

Approximately

1803
emergency 999
calls received.
17% since 2015/16
Approximately

2891
incidents are recorded
1% since 2015/16
Approximately

188

arrests are made.
Approximately 10 of
these arrests will be for
sexual offences.

Approximately

860

crimes are reported
2% since 2015/16
Deal with

County: Suffolk
Population: 728,163

On a typical week in
Brandon SNT area

On a typical week in Suffolk

253

ASB incidents
38% since 2015/16

Officers will deal with, amongst other crimes:
approximately 25 dwelling burglaries, 186
thefts, 42 thefts from a motor vehicle, 9
thefts of a motor vehicle, 271 violent crimes,
5 robbery, 31 sexual assaults, including rape
Officers will carry out 38 Stop and Searches.
Of these 26 are drugs related.
Officers will respond to approximately 93
incidents flagged as being associated with
people with mental health issues
Officers will issue: 22 cautions, 2 penalty
notice for disorder, 5 cannabis warnings

71

missing persons
48% since 2015

785

sexual and violent
offenders managed
using Multi-Agency
Public Protection
Arrangements

5

road incidents where
someone is killed or
seriously injured.
214 breath tests will
be carried out

Officers will deal with,
amongst other crimes:
approximately;
0.7 residential burglaries
4.2 thefts
2.1 thefts from a motor
vehicle
0.3 thefts of a motor
vehicle
8 violent crimes
0.1 robberies
0.5 sexual assaults
0.3 rapes
Officers will issue:
0.3 cautions
0 penalty notice for
disorder
0.1 cannabis warnings.

